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Kids love tech especially if it blinks or comes in form of a game. 
We searched the WT market for wearable technologies products 
specially built for children. Some of them bring a fun aspect to 
rather dull but practical products, some can even improve the 
quality of life for children with serious illnesses.

Some WT are not specially built for children, but they can use at-
tributes that are appealing to kids to promote a more playful expe-
rience for any demographics. 
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SEAL is a waterproof necklace that 
essentially monitors your child and 
warns you if your child is drown-
ing. The system can monitor sev-
eral children at once so it can be 
used in a public pool setting in elite 
country clubs if families can afford 
the $150 price tag per kid.

http://www.swimsealsafe.com/#!how-the-seal-works/cna1



Think of the Sqord PowerPod as 
your real-world link to the Sqord 
platform. The PowerPod is a su-
per-cool, state-of-the-art acceler-
ometer that tracks the intensity 
and duration of your movements. 
Move a little bit. It’ll give you a little 
bit of points. Move a lot, rack up 
the digits.

It’s as accurate as any activity 
tracker for adults, but it’s built for 
you. Tougher, cooler, easier to use, 
and waterproof, too.



GeoPalz are pedometers using 3D 
Tri-Axis Accelerometers, designed 
for the shoe or hip, that gauge 
MVPA (Moderate to Vigorous Phys-
ical Activity) for tracking a child’s 
daily activity. 

Each device features a unique de-
sign and kids earn points based on 
the overall steps/activity they have 
each day, and can redeem those 
points for prizes or time in the on-
line arcade.



The iHeart Locket relieves any 
tween from anxiety that her secret 
innermost personal thoughts will 
be discovered by a sibling or, even 
worse, a parent. The diary itself is, 
of course, an iPad app which can 
be locked and unlocked by simply 
pressing the lock button on the 
gold wearable locket. 



The T.Jacket utilizes deep pressure, 
which provides comfort in situa-
tions of stress, anxiety or insecuri-
ty. Its unique design allows you to 
use it discreetly in public and al-
lows you to track and monitor your 
progress.

Some of our user profiles include 
people with Autism, ADHD and 
other Sensory Processing Disor-
ders.



A Toy Piano embedded on a T-shirt. It 
has 8 keys from Do to Do (1 octave). 
You can play simple music by wear-
ing the shirt and pushing the fabric 
button on the shirt. All the compo-
nents from the toy piano (batteries, 
speaker, circuit board) are placed on 
the shirt and connected with pop-
pers. All these hard components are 
detachable so that you can wash it if 
you wish.



Smart PJs, a startup from Idaho, 
has designed a pair of interactive 
pajamas for kids. The PJs have 
a printed-dot design that works 
much like a QR code: Using your 
smartphone, scan the dot patterns 
to download a bedtime story on 
your device’s screen. A free app 
can even recite the tales aloud.


